Chapter 01  Land & People

1. 1) F  2) T  3) F  4) T

2. 1) Mount Aragats; the Ararat Valley  
   2) Japheth  
   3) Diaspora  
   4) Thaddeus; Bartholomew  
   5) St. Gregory the Illuminator

3. (Open)

Chapter 02  Values & Attitudes

1. 1) T  2) F  3) T  4) F  
   5) T  6) T
1) conservative and traditional
2) Yazidis; Kurdish
3) Armenian Apostolic Church
4) Catholicos of All Armenians; Echmiadzin

(Open)

Chapter 03  Festivals & Customs

1) D  2) C  3) A

2) Julian
   1) St. Sargis Day
   3) Genocide Victims’ Memorial Day
   4) Independence Day
   5) proposal
   6) wedding; engagement

(Open)
Chapter 04  Making Friends

1) F  2) T  3) F  4) T  5) T

2) Historical relevance to the family’s occupation or geographical origin.
2) The traffic in Yerevan.
3) Women and gender roles, homosexuality, and sexual relations, religion, etc..
4) They address your first name with the suffix *jan*, showing their endearment.
5) Generally, Armenians prefer to use a person’s first name unless addressing someone in authority or much older.
6) A typical Armenian dinner starts with *dolma*, progresses to a meat course, and ends with fruit and dessert.

3) (Open)
Chapter 05  The Armenians at Home

1) F  2) F  3) F  4) T  5) T

2) Alexander Tamanian
   2) the pink city
   3) senior woman
   4) Yerevan State University
   5) eighteen and twenty-six; two; state-run universities

3) (Open)

Chapter 06  Time Out

1) T  2) T  3) T  4) F  5) T
1) F  2) T  3) T  4) F  5) T

1) Republic Square; the Cascade staircase; the Opera House
2) Tsakhkadzor; Garni
3) Lori; Vanadzor
4) Gyumri
5) Jermuk
Chapter 08 Business Briefing

1) C 2) B

2) F 2) T 3) T 4) T
5) F 6) T

(Open)

Chapter 09 Communicating

1) T 2) T 3) F 4) F
5) F

2) Indo-European language family
   2) Mesrob Mashtots
3) TV channels; online
4) satellite television
5) Hay Post

(Open)